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Move-in Notice

Dear Exhibitors and Contractors,

SNEC (2020) PV Power Expo will be held from August 8 to 10, 2020 at Shanghai New 
International Expo Center as scheduled. To ensure a smooth and ordered opening, both 
exhibitors and contractors shall be aware of following instructions:
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I. Exhibition Time (Please enter into the hall strictly according to the time provided by the 
organizing committee; entry in other time are not allowed.)

II. Guide to Exhibitor Registration
1.  A. Pre-register:
Time: June 19th, 2020 - August 3rd, 2020 (excluding weekends and holidays)
Address: Room905-907, No.425, Yishan Rd., Shanghai, China
Exhibitors and booth contractors who have paid all the required charges shall register and 
pick up relevant badges. Contractors can obtain related receipt of deposit of raw space, 
and proofs of construction certificates and Truck Pass. Upon these receipt and proofs, you 
can apply for the booth contractor and transport badges. With the badges, you will then be 
allowed to enter the hall.
B. Register on Site:
Time：August 5, 2020    13:30-18:00
           August 6, 2020     09:00-22:00
           August 7, 2020     09:00-22:00
Address: Organizer’ s Office in No.1 Entrance Hall (South Entrance) of Shanghai New 
International Expo Center
For exhibitors who can’ t pre-register, you shall be responsible for any inconvenience or 
loss if register on site. 
2.  All raw space booths contractors should pay all the required charges before July 22th, 
2020 (Including Facility Rental Fee, Construction Management Fee, Raw Space Deposit, 
Design Drawing Review Fee, etc.), Additional 30% fee will be charged if overdue (except 
for Deposit and Hanging Point). If the venue is charging an extra 50% for urgent handling, 
additional 30% fee will be charged if overdue .Credit card payment for construction deposit 
will not be accepted. Overseas RMB remittance will not be accepted.
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Move-in Date 

August 5,2020 13:30-18:00 

August 6,2020 
09:00-22:00 (Electricity, gas, water will be available 
from 10:00) 

August 7,2020 09:00-22:00 

Exhibition 
Opening 
Hours 

August 8,2020 
Exhibitors: 08:00 – 17:30 
Visitors:   09:00 - 17:00 

August 9,2020 Exhibitors: 08:00 – 17:30 
Visitors:   09:00  - 17:00 

August 10,2020 
Exhibitors: 08:00 – 14:00 
Visitors:   09:00 - 14:00 

Move-out 
Date 

August 10,2020 
14:00 - 22:00 (Electricity, gas, water will be cut from 
14:00, loading bay opens from 14:30) 
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III. Procedure of Obtaining Booth Contractor Badges (Upon the receipt of deposit of raw 
space, and proofs of construction)
Time: 15 days prior to the start of exhibition preparation
Address: “Contractor Certificates Application Center” in South Square of Shanghai New 
International Expo Center. For more details, please login the official 
website:http://112.65.158.10:9092/Login.aspx

Move-in Notice



IV. Procedure of Obtaining Vehicle waiting Pass 
1.  Trucks should enter the exhibition hall with vehicle waiting pass 
All the trucks should wait in the designated parking area with effective vehicle waiting pass 
for that day. After making unloading pass at the Badge Center with effective vehicle pass 
and the receipt for construction fee, trucks can enter loading bay and begin to work. 
2. Driving route into the exhibition hall and parking location of trucks during move-in and 
move-out

3. Driving route out of the hall 
All the trucks should drive out of the loading bay from corresponding exits and follow the 
instructions of onsite security staff. Private cars and other small sized vehicles should park 
in the designated parking lot according to the instructions of onsite security staff.
4. Obtaining Unloading Pass
How to obtain unloading pass: obtaining unloading pass at the Badge Center with effective 
vehicle waiting pass and the receipt for construction fee.
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No. Hall No. Entrance Parking Lot 

1 W1-W5  E1-E3  Inner Square Gate 9（Luoshan Road） P3 Parking Lot  

2 E4-E7  N1-N5  Inner Square Gate 7（Huamu Road） P7 Parking Lot 

No. Badge Center Hall Note 

1 
South Badge Center 
(South Square, near 
No.1 Loading bay) 

W1-W5、E1-E7 、 Inner Square、official booth 

contractors and official freight forwarders 

Unloading 

pass making: 

start from 

August 5, 

2020 

2 
P3 Badge Center (P3 
Parking Lot) 

 W1-W5 、E1-E7、Inner Square、official booth 
contractors and official freight forwarders 

3 
East Badge Center 
(P7 Parking Lot) 

E1-E7 、 N1-N5、 Inner Square、official booth 
contractors and official freight forwarders 
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5. Fee

No. Contents Fee Note 

1 
Loading bay 
parking fee  

RMB 50 yuan/ 

per truck 

90 minutes for each truck to park and unload in 
the loading bay 

2 Deposit 
RMB 300 

yuan/per truck 

If the time used for parking and unloading 
exceeds 90 minutes, 50 yuan/ per truck as 
timeout management fee will be deducted from 
the deposit for each 30 minutes exceeding the 
allotted 90 minutes 
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6. Flow Chart of Truck Entering the Exhibition Hall during Booth Installation and Dismantling

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

W1-W5、E1-E3、Inner Square 
Enter P3 Parking Lot from Gate 9 

E4-E7、N1-N5、Inner Square 
Enter P7 Parking Lot from Gate 7 

Trucks drive into unloading area with vehicle waiting pass and 
unloading pass. After finishing unloading, all the trucks should drive out 
of the corresponding unloading area. Following the instructions of 
onsite security staff, all the trucks should choose the corresponding 
exits and drive out of the exhibition halls.  
 

Trucks obtain unloading pass at 
the Badge Centre with effective 
vehicle waiting pass and the 
receipt for construction fee ; 
Unloading pass making start s 
from August 5. 
(Note: Time for unloading in 
unloading area is limited to 90 
minutes; if parking and unloading 
time exceeds 90 minutes, timeout 
management fee will be charged, 
which will be deducted from the 
deposit.)  
 

Trucks drive into the parking lot 
with vehicle waiting pass 
 

W1-W5、E1-E7、Inner Square、official booth 
contractors and official freight forwarders go 
to P3 Badge Center (near P3 Parking Lot) 

N1-N5、E1-E7、Inner Square、official booth 
contractors and official freight forwarders    
go to East Badge Center (near P7 Parking 
Lot) 
 

W1-W5、E1-E7 、Inner Square 、official booth 
contractors and official freight forwarders go to 
South Badge Center (South Square, near No. 
1 Loading Bay) 
 

Go to the corresponding Badge 
Center where the vehicle pass 
is obtained and refund the 
deposit 
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7. Vehicle Waiting Pass during Move-in and Move-out 
To ensure that trucks drive and park in order during move-in and move-out of SNEC 2020, all the trucks should 
enter loading bay with effective vehicle waiting pass. 
Obtaining vehicle waiting pass should print in color and put the pass on the windshield of the truck to be seen 
by traffic police and staff of exhibition hall.

V. Booth Installation
A. By showing exhibitors cards or construction cards, the exhibitors or constructors could enter the exhibition 
halls and find their booth location according to the Hall Sketch offered by the organizing committee. If the booth 
construction is finished and the exhibits are well set up, you could decorate the booth in line with your corporate 
image. Meanwhile, you must pay great attention to the regulations on fire fighting, for instance, your booth can 
not take up public space or obstruct the fighting facilities. The security officers may request you to rebuild the 
booth in case of disobeying the rules. Please do feel free to contact us for any questions. 

B. The drawings of all over 4.5 meters (include 4.5 meters), two-story or outside booths must be reviewed and 
approved by HAH Consulting & Exhibition Co., Ltd. Shanghai. Please bring the letter of ratification to exchange 
construction license in South Entry Hall of Shanghai New International EXPO Center, otherwise, the construc-
tion is not permitted. 

C. Overtime and Rates
During stand construction and dismantling period, if any exhibitor or booth contractor needs to work more 
overtime than the free period above, he needs to inform the Customer Sevice Centre of Shanghai New Interna-
tional Expo Centre before 15:00pm each day. Overdue application will be charged an additional 50% late fee. 
If exhibitor would like to compost materials and construct ahead of time, he needs to make application n 
advance and pay overtime fee as required. The overtime fee will be charged as below:

Overtime Rates: (1 hour minimum)

D. The electricity, gas, water will be available from 10:00 am on August 6, 2020. For security 
reasons, the electricians are not allowed to do any operation during the period. Staff of the 
exhibition halls will conduct safety inspection before the power is supplied, so exhibitors 
please do not conceal the electricity box. All halls will be closed for checking at 22:00pm, 
August 7, 2020. Please be well noted.

E. To ensure the smooth progress of the exhibition, the power supply will be turned off by 
EXPO center, organizing committee and the constructor when the halls are closed each day. 

Move-in Notice

Non Exhibition Period August 5,2020      08:00 - 13:30 2600 RMB/ Hour 

Exhibition Period 

August 5,2020      18:00 - 22:00     1300 RMB/ Hour 
August 5,2020      22:00 –08:00 (next day) 2600 RMB/ Hour 
August 6,2020      22:00 –08:00 (next day) 2600 RMB/ Hour 
August 7,2020      22:00 –08:00 (next day) 2600 RMB/ Hour 
August 10,2020     22:00 –08:00 (next day) 5200 RMB/ Hour 
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Please apply in advance for 24-hour power supply if you need. Besides, 24 hours power 
supply is not allowed to connect with electricity for lighting. We advise that the electricity for 
machine and electricity for lighting are applied separately with the three - box power supply 
connect the electrical box.

F. A Pass for Flowers, Plants and Furniture is necessary, if you would like to bring into exhibi-
tion halls. Please apply for the pass at the Organizer’s Office in No.1 Entrance Hall (South 
Entrance).

G. The exhibition will be closed at 14:00 on August 10, 2020. Please contact the freight 
forwarders and prepare for freighting of the exhibits in advance. Your request to move out 
earlier than appointed time will be declined with courtesy. 

H. How to apply for hanging point:

1. Please proceed to Organizer’s Office in No.1 Entrance Hall (South Entrance) for payment 
after confirming the location and quantity of hanging point.
2. Please proceed to Customers Service Center in No.1 Entrance Hall (South Entrance) to 
pay the deposit for hanging device (RMB 100/each). Hanging device will be delivered to your 
booth by staff; exhibitor shall return the device after move-out. 
3. Regulations for using hand-drive block: during the process of hand-drive block rising and 
lowering, stress must be evenly distributed on each point of the hand-drive block. It is forbid-
den for certain points or some of the points to be devoid of any stress (each hand-drive block 
should be handled by a person, and it is forbidden for one person to handle several 
hand-drive blocks at the same time). The connection between the hook of the hand-drive 
block and lamp holder or structure must be fixed by special sling or wire rope (note: ① It is 
safer to use sling; ② If wire rope is used, it must be firmly connected. It can be used only 
after being tightened with a wrench and reaching the safety mechanical strength; ③ It is 
suggested to use sling, which is safer. Before the sling is used, it must be examined to see 
whether it is intact). Other materials are forbidden to replace sling or wire rope to fix the 
connection, and chain of the hand-drive block is also forbidden to be used to wind and direct-
ly fix the connection. The load-bearing chain must be vertically downward, and is not allowed 
to be pulled sideling or used for lifting goods during booth construction and move-out. It is 
not allowed to put the wire rope into the chain of the hand-drive block for indirect structure 
reinforcement. If any use of hand-drive block not meeting the regulations is found, operators 
of the hand-drive block will be informed to rectify till it is up to the regulations. Picture illustra-
tion is as follows:

Move-in Notice
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4. The weight limit of each hanged object is 1000KG; the weight limit of each hanging point 
is 200KG.
5. Do not use the hanging device for crane. Do not hang anything unstable. The hanged 
object should be made of steal only. Do not hang any object that connects to the ground. The 
high limit of the upper end of hanged object is 9 meters. 
6. If “hanging point” and “ads in the air inside exhibition hall” are used at the same time, fees 
of the item with higher price will be charged, 

I．Regulations on Booth Construction: 
a. Raw Space Booth:
1. Electricians must have their electrician license with them and follow the Expo Center’s 
regulation.
2. A space of 50cm should be left between panels and wall for the convenience of the electri-
cians and inspection of the security guards. 
3. For exhibitors, no additional stand fitting or display can be attached to the shell stand 
structure, i.e. no nailing or drilling will be allowed.
4. The exhibitors or contractors could not occupy or pile up garbage in public area, the waste 
water and garbage must be cleaned when you construct or dismantle the booth.
5. The crawler-type machine is not permitted in exhibition halls; you are supposed to apply 
to the management dept. of the EXPO center for special demand, protective measure must 
be taken for the floor if you could get the consent of the EXPO center. 
6. To avoid danger, power use without permission is forbidden. Please contact the manage-
ment dept. of the EXPO center in advance if you will use lights, ads lights and other electric 
equipment brought by yourself. The onsite electrician will help you on that. It’s not allowed to 
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connect additional power wires without permission.
7. Safety barrier must be installed on the top level of movable scaffold. 
b. Standard Booth:
1. Attempt to modify Expo Center’s fixed electrical system and lighting is prohibited for 
electrical safety in exhibition halls.
2. The exhibitor could not destroy the panel of the booth installed in advance.
3. The power supply status of each booth is up to the management team, any one is not 
permitted to deal with it without permission.
4. All the standard booths are built with high quality aluminum product, so drilling, nail driving 
and screwing are prohibited. Besides, sticking paper, drilling, glue, adhesive tape, screw, nail 
or other metal nail, pin and paint are forbidden as well. Any exhibitors who disobey the above 
rules will take all the responsibility.

J．On-site Ordering
Exhibitors are supposed to order facilities and furniture before July 20 and pay for them 
before July 22, additional 30% of total payment will be charged if the exhibitors fail to pay in 
time. Owing to the storage shortage, the organizer and official contractor cannot ensure the 
success of the on-site ordering. Additional 50% will be charged for all on-site ordering, and 
the items will be offered with principle of First Come First Served. 
Please go to the information desk of each exhibition for on-site ordering, and contact the 
official contractor.
200% of the payment will be guaranteed as deposit if the raw space exhibitor would like to 
rent furniture from the official contractor. 

200% of the payment will be guaranteed as deposit if the raw space exhibitor would like to 
rent furniture from the official contractor. 

K． General Rules:
1. Exhibitors’ company name must be the same as shown on Booth Header Board (Standard 
Booth Only) 
2. Exhibits must match the exhibit declaration by exhibitor. 
3. It is strictly prohibited to sell or display non-photovoltaic products (such as toys, fishing 
gear, etc.) in the exhibition. Such products will be cleared out once found by the Organizing 
Committee.
4. Booth cannot be rented, transferred or lent to other companies.
5. No exhibits or promotion are allowed to extend beyond the booth(s)
6. Exhibitors may not display or promote any product or technology that violates intellectual 
property laws. No item could be sold during the show. 
7. All aisle space cannot be taken up by exhibits or other goods
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8. Roaring or installing loudspeaker is prohibited. Noise must be kept below 70 db.
9. Do not leak the oil of the exhibit (mainly machinery) on the ground or into the cable trench of 
the exhibition hall.
10. Littering is prohibited.
11. Exhibitors shall keep their space clean and their exhibits in good order.
12. Exhibitors must consign the exhibition goods to designated cargo carriers; if individual 
exhibitor find the cargo carriers by himself which led him deceived, all losses must be born by 
himself. 
13. During the move-in and move-out period, exhibitors should make sure there are personnel 
at the booth to ensure the security. 
14. You are responsible for the safety of all your exhibits and personal belongings. It is not 
recommended to keep cash, expensive equipments or other valuables on-site unless it is 
necessary. You’d better store your valuables at the hotel safe.
15. During the exhibition, exhibitors are strictly prohibited to bring food out of the halls.
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VI. Procedure of Booth Set-up, Move-in and Move-out

Contractors Registration  
Obtaining of Certificates 

Applying for In-and-out 
Cards for Trucks 
Obatining vehicle 
waiting pass 
Obtaining loading pass 

Unloading 

Moving in 
 

Moving out 
 

A. All booth contractors are requi red to finish relevant procedures  from June 19 to 
August 3 , 2020. Or finish the procedures at South Entrance Hall during move -in 
periods.  
1. Paying all required fees and picking up proofs of Booth Contractor Certificates and 
Truck Cards;  
2. Obtaining Receipt of Raw Space Deposit; 3.Obtaining Instruction to Exhibitors and 
Safety Management Manual, and reading them carefully.  
B. Obtaining the Booth Contractor Certificate: getting the certificates upon proofs 
obtained through related procedures required in Part A. 
Time: 15 days prior to the start of exhibition preparation.  
Address: “Contractor Certificates Application Center” at South Square of Shanghai 
New International Expo Center 

1. Download and print “Vehicle waiting Pass” 
2. For raw space booths, in -and-out Truck Cards can be applied upon the proof of 
Truck Cards;  
3. For standard booths, in -and-out Truck Cards can be applied upon the proof of 
Truck Cards for Standard Booth. 
4. Application Time: Loading pass making starts from August 5. 
5. Add: “Parking Lot 3”/“Parking Lot 7”/ No.1 Loading Bay. 
6. The Rates: RMB50 per vehicle, Deposit: RMB 300 
7. The deposit will be returned upon the Truck Card and receipt of deposit when the 
loading and unloading is finished and you are going to leave the parking lot. RMB 50 
will be charged if the Truck Card is damaged or lost. 
8. The time for loading and unloading in exhibition hall is one and a half hour. 
Additional RMB50 will be charged for every extra half an hour. 
For detailed information, please refer to Section IV Procedure of Obtaining Vehicle 
waiting Pass” 

1. Please enter the unloading area appointed by the “Vehicle waiting Pass” 
2. The trucks should enter unloading area orderly according to the instruction of the  
traffic police or safeguards of exhibition center. 
3. The driver could not leave cab during unloading and he should drive the truck out 
of unloading area as soon as unloading is finished. 
4. All vehicles could not enter exhibition halls without permission. 

1. Move-in Date  
August 5, 2020 13:30-18:00 
August 6, 2020 09:00-22:00 
August 7, 2020 09:00-22:00 

2. All the staff is supposed to obey the rules of construction and ensure security 
during construction. 

1. Moving out Duration: August 10, 2020, 14:00-22:00 
2. All the staff are supposed to obey the rules of construction and ensure security 
during moving out. 
3. When moving out is finished, contractor should ask the cleaner and the security 
guide of exhibition center to seal Receipt of Raw Space Deposit. 
4. Contractors could claim the refund from organizing committee upon the Receipt 
of Raw Space Deposit sealed by exhibition center one month later. The refund won’t 
be returned without the two seals. In case the exhibitor or contractor is fined by the 
EXPO Center owing to failing to meet the request of fire control or inspection of the 
EXPO center, the penalty will be deducted from the deposit. 
5. Add for claim of refunding: Room 905-907, NO. 425 Yishan Road, Shanghai. 



VII. Contacts
1. On-site contacts of Organizer, Official Booth Contractors 

2. On-site contacts of Freight Forwarders
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Hall On-site contacts of Organizer On-site contacts of Official Booth Contractors Hall 

W1 Zheng Cheng 13162867753 Shanghai Sunrise 
Expo Service Co., 

Ltd. 

Chen Yinsheng 15901628507 W1 

W2 Wang Lei 13681815416 Chen Jun 13916260523 W2 

W3 Zhang Jiahui 13023120399 Tang Qicheng 13817468904 W3 

W4 Gao Xin 13761835916 
China New Trend 

Expo.,Ltd 

Li Jie 13564008362  
W4 

W5 Xu Jian 13585930456 W5 

N1 Chen Xin 13041611229 Story 13916518910 N1 

N2 Lu Yi 15921063173 
Shanghai SERVE 

Exhibition Co., Ltd 

DK 13472883537 N2 

N3 Cathy Chu 15921921158 Nana 13818143946 N3 

N4 Fang Zheng 15821098716 Yoyo 13761858706 N4 

N5 Feng Li 13564154259 
HUISHUN CORP 

Edwin 13918412728 N5 

E7 Xu Tao 13651618088 Wil 15021682629 E7 

E6 Wang Li 13795326499 Shanghai 
Association 
Advertising 

Decoration Co., Ltd. 

Van Yapin 13311855673 E6 

E5 Lin Jing 13166395257 
Han Yongxiang 13816682484 

E5 

E4 Wu Yi 13641790391 E4 

Shanghai Chuang Yuan Int'l Logistics Co., Ltd. 
Shanghai ITPC International Transportation 

CO. LTD 

N1 Mr. Lu Qingyuan 13818839303 W1 Mr. Wang Ziwei 15618076557 

N2 Mr. Lu Qingyuan 13818839303 W2 Mr. Sun Shijun 18317113761 

N3 Mr. Luo Hongxin 17811967895 W3 Mr. Zhou Yuhai 13817033873 

N4 Mr. Yang Jie 13774260849 W4 Mr.. Shao Zejian 13817959959 

N5 Mr. Sun Rongquan 13916633505 W5 Mr. Yu Jinlin 13801680952 

E4 Mr. Xia Shijie 13621692959    

E5 Ms. Cai Junyi 13611935480    
E6 Mr. Deng Feng 18901673767    
E7 Mr. Wang Jie 15821790527    
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VIII. General Service Information
Basic Service：
Business Center------------------------------------------------------------------------Entrance Hall 1, 2, 3
ATM----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Entrance Hall 1
Express Service：
CRE (Yanjun 15021254931) --------------------------------------------------corridor of W3、E3、N3
Food Service：
Family Mart --------------------------------------------------------------------- W1-B2, W3-B2, E3-B1a/b
Lihua Fast Food--------------------------------------------------------------------Loading Bay of W3, W5
McDonald ------------------------------------------------------------------2nd Floor of W5, E1-B4, N4R1
Papa John’s------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------E4-B1
La Cite Café------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- E6-R1, N5-B1
MILANO------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------E5-R1, E7-R1
German Lanbao Resturant-----------------------------------------------------------------------------E2-R1
Happy Eater欢乐食客----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- E5-B2
绿泉----------------------------------------------------------------------------Mezzanine of W2-W3, N2-B2
东方既白----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Entrance Hall 2
C-STORE-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------E7-B1a、N1-R1
LAWSON STATION--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N4-B1
BLN Restaurants & Caterings-------------------------------------------------------------------------N2-R1
Subway----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N1-B2a
Old Uncle------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Corridor of N3-N4
laozhongxing---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N4-B2a
xinran--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N1-B1
Tree Café---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Entrance Hall 2
Hospitals nearby EXPO Center:
East Branch of Renji Hospital --------------------------------------------- No. 1630, Dongfang Road
Shanghai Ruidong Hospital---------------------------------------------------------No. 120, Jinxiu Road
Banks nearby EXPO Center:
Bank of Communications----------------------------No. 291, Yulan Road, No. 945, Meihua Road
Agriculture Bank of China--------------------------No. 321, Yulan Road, No. 616, Baiyang Road
China Construction Bank---------------------------------------------------------No. 348, Baiyang Road
Commercial and Industrial Bank of China-------No. 257, Yulan Road, No. 811, Meihua Road
Bank of China------------------------------------------------------------------ No. 2058, Longyang Road
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IX. Transportation Map
SNIEC is strategically located in Pudong’s key economic development zone, 600m away 
from the Longyang Rd subway station, 100m away from Huamu Road subway station, and 
only a 7 minutes ride by Meglev train from Shanghai Pudong International Airport. Situated 
right beside the Inner Ring, SNIEC brings you easy access to the heart of the city.

Move-in Notice
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    By Flight
Pudong International Airport—SNIEC
By taxi: about 35 minutes; around RMB 110;
By maglev line: only 8 minutes; RMB50 for single ticket: (RMB 40 with air ticket); RMB80 for 
round- trip ticket; 
By airport bus line: take lines No. 3 and No. 6; about 40 minutes, RMB16;
By Metro: Take Line 2 to get off at Longyang Road Station or take Line 7 to get off at Huamu 
Road Station. 
Hongqiao Airport-SNIEC
By taxi: about 35 minutes; around RMB 100;
By Metro: Take Line 2 to get off at Longyang Road Station or take Line 7 to get off at Huamu 
Road Station. 

    By Train
Shanghai Railway Station—SNIEC
By taxi: 16km away; around RMB 45;
By Metro: Take Line 1 to People’s Square, then interchange Line 2 to get off at Longyang 
Road Station or take Line 7 to get off at Huamu Road Station. 
Shanghai South Railway Station-SNIEC
By taxi: 20km away, about 25 minutes, around RMB 65;
By Metro: Take Line 1 to People’s Square, then interchange Line 2 to get off at Longyang 
Road Station or take Line 7 to get off at Huamu Road Station. 
Shanghai Hongqiao Railway Station-SNIEC
By taxi: 35km away, about 35 minutes, around RMB 100;
By Metro: Take Line 1 to People’s Square, then interchange Line 2 to get off at Longyang 
Road Station or take Line 7 to get off at Huamu Road Station. 

    By Metro
Take Line 1 to Chan Shu Road Station;  take Line 2 to Jing An Temple Station;  take Line 3 
to Zhen Ping Road Station; take Line 4 to Zhen Ping Road Station or Dong An Road Station, 
then interchange Line 7 to north entrance of SNIEC directly.
Take Line 3 or Line 4 to Zhongshan Park Station; take Line 1 or Line 8 to People Square 
Station; take Line 4 or Line 6 to Century Avenue Station, then interchange Line 2 to get off 
at Longyang Road Station or take Line 7 to get off at Huamu Road Station. 

    By Bus
A number of public bus lines run through SNIEC, fixing stations near by SNIEC: 989, Da 
Qiao No.6, Huamu No.1,
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Safety Management Manual
Safety Management Manual of SNEC 14th (2020) International Photovoltaic Power Genera-
tion and Smart Energy Exhibition & Conference (thereinafter referred to as “Manual”) aims 
to help the exhibitors and other related service units have a further understanding of the 
items and regulations of this exhibition. Manual is a supplement of the Exhibition Contract. 
So the exhibitors should read the Manual carefully and act accordingly. 
Part I. Definitions of Proper Names
The following proper names referred in this Manual shall have the meanings set forth below, 
unless the context otherwise defines: 
Party A refers to as Follow Me Int’l Exhibition (Shanghai) Inc.
Party B refers to as some legal entity and corporate that have signed the Exhibition
Contract with Follow Me Int’l Exhibition (Shanghai) Inc, acted accordingly, and have the right 
to use the equipments of Shanghai New International Expo Center.

Exhibition Center refers to Shanghai New International Expo Center Co.,Ltd..
Contract refers to the agreements gained between Party A and Party B, including the items 
stated in the contract and the supplement.
Center refers to the Shanghai New International Expo Center.
Public Area refers to the areas that must be used in the rental region, including the corridors, 
aisles, entrances, exits, the elevator lobby, stairs and emergency exits and so on.
Rental Area refers to the booth stated in the contract, the available area marked in the planar 
graph and the subsidiary facilities.
Exhibition Time refers to the opening date of SNEC 14th (2020) International Photovoltaic 
Power Generation and Smart Energy Exhibition & Conference.
Non-exhibition Time refers to as the move-in and move-out time or the days except the 
exhibition opening time as stated in the contract.
Rules and Regulations refers to the related rules and regulations valid during the exhibition 
time.
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Part II. Provisions
2.1 The Use of Facilities of SNIEC
2.1.1 Party B should not, except by written endorsement from the Exhibition Center, change 
any part of the exhibition facilities, take any major objects, ornaments, markers to the hall or 
put up posters in the hall. And Party B should pay for the cleaning and repair fee if they do 
any of such things.
2.1.2 Party A bares no responsibility for whatever Party B’s brings into the halls.

2.2 Construction and Dismantling of Booths, Equipment Installation and Freight Forwarders
2.2.1 It is prohibited to give the construction and installation of Party B to any private, individ-
ual or other companies who are not authorized or qualified for the project. The construction 
must fit in with the related regulations and gain authority. All the builders in the constructing 
field shall have certificate of constructing, and work in accordance with technical standards.
2.2.2 The construction will be allowed after the Party B’s entrusted contractor sign the Secu-
rity Liability of SNEIC. All the builders should enter the hall with the badge issued by the 
Organizing Committee.
2.2.3 The construction work is prohibited during the exhibition opening time.
2.2.4 By the end of the exhibition, Party B should remove all the structures and waste out of 
the exhibition hall. Otherwise, Party B should be responsible for the fee of cleaning the 
waste.
2.2.5 When objects are transported in the exhibition hall, Party B and its freight forwarder 
should abide by the related regulations, ensure the facility in a good order. Forwarders shall 
hold relevant certificates and work in accordance with technical standards.
2.2.6 Party B should be responsible for the compensation for the damage caused by the 
above-mentioned construction, installation, dismantling and transportation.
2.2.7 Party B will take charge of training its entrusted contractors, the entrusted forwarders 
about safety and management. Party A bares no responsibility for all incidents caused by 
exhibitors and booth contractors’ violation of safety regulations and reserves the right to 
prosecute Party B for the related case.

2.3 Others
2.3.1 Party A bares no responsibility for Party B’s exhibits and objects during the exhibition 
time.
2.3.2 The guiding signs and other instructions set up by the Exhibition Center should be 
complied with to ensure the effective use of rental area of both Party A and Party B, and the 
successful holding of the exhibition.
2.3.3 Party A shall not be held responsible for any loss sustained by Party B, which is directly 
or indirectly attributed to force majeure including war, disaster, plague, epidemic diseases 
and so on.
2.3.4 If there are some other rules and regulations of the Exhibition Center or Party A which 
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are not written in this Manual, the two parties can adopt them through negotiation.

2.4 Part Ineffective
If there is any rule violating the law or any item done-ineffectively in this Manual, the legitima-
cy, effectiveness and enforceability of other items in this Manual wouldn’t be affected.

Part III. Regulations
3.1 Fire and Safety Rules
3.1.1 Booth Construction and Site Planning
3.1.1.1 All construction and building materials must be fireproof and the burning diffusion 
rate is no more than Grade 2. Elastic cloth is prohibited.
3.1.1.2 Any behavior that hinders the monitoring and safety facilities including fire alarm 
contacts, fire hydrants, fire distinguishers and exits should be prohibited.
3.1.1.3 Fire exits, evacuation routes and exits must stay clear at all time.
3.1.1.4 The minimum width of the aisle between temporary structures and fire hydrants, 
doors and the fire alarm contacts is 1.2 meters.
3.1.1.5 Temporary structures next to wall must leave 1.0 meter space between the wall and 
the structure as maintenance channel.
3.1.1.6 Exhibitors and contractors of raw space booths must have no structure in their stand 
fitting higher than 4.5 meters; two-storey and multi-storey stand can not exceed 6 meters in 
height. The maximum length, width and height of a standard booth are 2.8m, 2.2m and 2.8m 
respectively.
3.1.1.7 Any object attached or hung in the spray and lighting systems of the suspension 
points should be prohibited. No spotlight or other heating devices should be direct or near to 
fire spray system.
3.1.1.8 Exhibitors and booth contractors must construct the booth according to the planar 
graph approved by fire department. No change will be allowed except for permission.
3.1.1.9 Exhibition Center has the right to remove the structures which are not authorized or 
violates the above regulations. Party B is responsible for the risk and the expense.
3.1.2 Regulations on Booth Construction & Design Drawing Review
To strengthen the management on booth construction and ensure the safety, according to  
the Exhibition Center’s request, Party B and related units must comply with the following 
provisions:
3.1.2.1 The booths that are more than 4.5 meters high, over one layer and that have suspen-
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sion structure, and all those outdoor booths should go through the review of design draw-
ings.
3.1.2.2 The drawings of two-story, multi-story and outdoor stand design must be reviewed by 
Grade A National Registered Structural Engineer. The Organizing Committee of “SNEC（
2020）PV POWER EXPO” has provided a sample form of Building Approval for Outdoor 
Stand and Two-storey Stand Design. Exhibitors and contractors should fill it out and submit 
it to the Organizing Committee for keeping in the archives. The drawing s of all special 
design booths must be reviewed and approved by Shanghai New International Expo Center 
and HAH Consulting & Exhibition Co., Ltd. Shanghai. For all booths unapproved by Grade A 
National Registered Structural Engineer, a drawing inspection fee shall be charged at RMB 
60/SQM. For all booths approved by Grade A National Registered Structural Engineer, a 
drawing re-inspection fee shall be charged at RMB 30/SQM. (The reviewed area is calculat-
ed upon the actual area of special booth design).
a. For ordinary raw space booths, the following documents must be submitted (In duplicate):
i. Colorful perspective drawing of your design (Front & Side)
ii. Plan and top view drawing (specification of size and materials)
iii. Electricity layout (Electricity & Gas Plan, System Plan that indicates the specification of 
switch, size of wire and the maximum electricity, etc. )
iv. Information of applicant, constructor in charge and contact.
v. All drawings should be the same size (A4 paper). Drawings submitted by fax will not be 
processed.
vi.Fire security document
b. For two-storey and outdoor booths, the following documents must be submitted:
i. Perspective drawing of the booth design, in quadruplicate
ii. Plan of ground floor, in quadruplicate
iii. Plan of upper floor, in quadruplicate
iv. Elevations and Cross-sections, in quadruplicate
v. Cutaway View, in quadruplicate
vi. Electricity layout, in quadruplicate
3.1.2.3 Re-inspecting and entrusting the exhibitor center to review the booth design draw-
ings, all of the contractors must send the booth design drawings to customer service depart-
ment of exhibition center 30 days before the move-in date, and register for that accordingly. 
The following documents must be submitted: plan of booth design, structure chart and 
design sketch of the booth design. The drawing review charge will be doubled if the contrac-
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tor fails to submit the booth design drawings in time (30 days before the move-in date).
3.1.2.4 If booth design drawings are not approved by registered structural engineer, the 
exhibition center will be authorized to prevent the construction of such exhibitor in the scope 
of the exhibition center.
3.1.3 Suspension Point
It is not allowed to hang any goods without authorization in Exhibition halls. For approved 
ones, each lift shall not exceed the loading capacity of 200KG (one low-beam on the loading 
capacity of each lift ≤ 200KG). Hanging work must be done by specialty staff of the exhibition 
hall. Hanging points should not be used for fixed and ground-connected structure stalls.
3.1.4 Working Aloft
3.1.4.1During move-in and move-out, Construction personnel who enter the exhibition hall 
must wear helmets. When personnel of each construction institution are making mid-air 
operations, they shall tie up safety belt. All other necessary safety measures should be taken 
in high-altitude situation to prevent falling object hazards.
3.1.4.2 Contractors should use qualified ascend tools. It is not allowed to use unqualified 
instruments. When transferring instruments or objects, throwing is prohibited, but the ways 
of bagging or roping are adoptable.
3.1.4.3 Whoever does not meet the request of working aloft is prohibited. Working after 
drinking is strictly prohibited.
3.1.5 Electrical Installation
3.1.5.1 Before sending electricity, Party A will announce it through radio an hour earlier. At 
the same time, Party B should pay attention to this and check all the security to ensure safe 
transmission.
3.1.5.2 When applying power consumption, you should take into account the volume of 
large-capacity and well-off to ensure that the electrical lines, electrical equipment is 
contained, no fever, and ensure safe operation.
3.1.5.3 The installers of electrical lines, electrical equipment should have a valid electrical 
permit.
3.1.5.4 All electrical materials must be approved by the relevant departments Electrical 
operation materials should use double-sheathed copper wire, cable, wire cross section must 
be larger than or equal to1.5mm2. Electrical Materials must be equipped with adequate safe 
carrying capacity. Single-sheathed, twisted pair, aluminum wire is forbidden. Wiring should 
adopt the way of three-phase and five-line (L1, L2, L3, N, PE); While phase voltage use
Single-phase Three-line (L, N, PE).
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3.1.5.5 Electrical device installation must meet fire safety standards. Protection
Department that indicates the wire is not combustible. All wire should be placed in metal or 
fireproof tube. All electrical devices should be grounded properly. Any wire under carpet, 
crossing aisle or embedded in exhibits must be placed in protection tube. No extension or 
connection point is allowed in protection tubes.
3.1.5.6 All moving electric tools must be inspected and comply with the "low regulation" 
requirements; temporary power cord for construction must be used with soft copper jacket 
line, of which the length is less than 5.0 meters, and no joints in mid; it is not allowed to make 
wire directly into the socket; it is supposed to use plug to connect.
3.1.5.7 The power distribution box of Standard Booth must be let in cable trench; power 
distribution box of raw space booths should be placed in cable trench or inside the booth; 
power distribution box is strictly prohibited on the aisle, fire access and the obvious parts of 
the booth.
3.1.5.8 Neon lights must have at least 2.5 meter clearance off the ground, with glass tube 
protecting the connecting points. No flammable material should be placed near any neon 
light. Embedded neon light is prohibited.
3.1.5.9 Outdoor electrical lighting equipment should be moisture-proof type; the security 
measures such as moisture proof, water proof, and anti-wind should be implemented.
3.1.6 The Dangers
3.1.6.1 Unless authorized by the Exhibition Center and the written permit of relevant govern-
ment
（a）Ensure that gas cylinders, naked flames and welding demonstrations are not exposed 
in the Exhibition hall and booths.
（b） Highly toxic, combustible, explosive or radioactive material is prohibited in the Expo 
Center. Exhibitors can only use replica to demonstrate those materials.
（c） At any time, the inventory of solid or liquid dangerous goods that placed in rented area 
or inside the booth should be not more than 1 day’s used amount. Residues should be 
placed in special containers and sealed at the place where the government departments, the 
exhibition Center, Party A and Party B all agreed to.
（d）Toxic waste must be sealed and put into appropriate containers and labeled the corre-
sponding mark, and be managed in accordance with the related treatment methods settled 
by the government.
（e）Smoking is strictly prohibited in the rental area or the place where it has set up no 
smoking signs .
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3.1.6.2 Without the written approval of the centre, the following articles are forbidden to show 
or bring to Exhibition halls:
Arms, guns, knives swords, combustible, explosive or radioactive materials and other 
dangerous articles these goods are not allowed to import, infringe patent rights, and may 
block the management of Exhibition Center and any other goods that are banned by relative 
department of the government are also prohibited.
3.1.7 Pressure Container
3.1.7.1 The Exhibitor will be responsible for the proper transportation and storage of all 
pressure tanks containing helium, compressed air, argon, carbon dioxide and any other 
pressure medium. Pressure tanks improperly secured will be immediately removed from the 
Exhibition hall upon notice being given to the Exhibitor by the Organizing Committee.
3.1.7.2 Once received the information from the Exhibition Center, Party B should immediate-
ly move the pressure containers to the place appointed by the Exhibition Center.
3.1.7.3 All the pressure containers and equipments brought into the center should abide by 
the relative safe standards and rules. The safe compression resistance of the equipments 
and pipes that used compressed gasses must ≥15Kg/cm2.Connection of the nozzle should 
use hoop for fastening, do not obligate with iron wire ,or other materials .
3.1.8 Presentations / Demonstrations of Exhibits / Products
3.1.8.1 Ensure that all moving machines be fitted with safety devices when the machines are 
in operation. Their safety devices may be removed only when the machines are disconnect-
ed from the source of power
3.1.8.2 Safely install and guard all working exhibits to prevent slippage and position the 
exhibit within the actual booth area and in a way that would not be hazardous or cause any 
injury to all persons, whether visitors, staff or contractors.
3.1.8.3 Ensure that any moving machines displayed shall only be demonstrated within the 
booth area, operated by qualified persons and shall not be left running without the proper 
supervision of such persons.
3.1.9 Taking care of Your Goods
3.1.9 During the set-up and show period, exhibitors should protect their own exhibits. If the 
goods that not entrusted to the keeping of the Exhibition Center are stolen, party A and the 
Exhibition Center are not responsible for that.
3.1.10 Painting
3.1.10.1 Carrying out large areas of paint work is not allowed in the halls ; small area "patch" 
of the paint operations can done on the exhibits or structures during move-in period, but 
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contractors must take the necessary security measures. These measures include:
(A) Painting job should be carried out in well-ventilated place;
(B) The use of only non-toxic paint;
(C) Lining dry paper or plastic membrane in the central ground of the halls;
(D)Painting job can not be carried out central vertical structure area (i.e. the wall);
(E)Do not wash painting things in the center or central areas.
3.1.10.2 Party B should be responsible for any damage to the side of hall caused by painting 
job, and assume the damage and pollution and pay for the repair cost. 
3.1.11 Emergency Evacuation Measures
3.1.11.1 Party B and its personnel should comply with "Firefighting Management System" 
and "The Emergency Act for Firefighting and Evacuation" made by the Exhibition Center and 
Party A.
3.1.11.2 Party B should be subordinate to the Exhibition Center of the command staff in an 
emergency evacuation
3.1.12 Security Guard
The exhibition hall provides 24-hour security guard service. Party B should comply with all 
the safety requirements formulated by the Hall Security Office, and cooperate in their imple-
mentation.
3.2 Facilities Protection Regulations
3.2.1 Installation and dismantling of booth
3.2.1.1 If Party B sets up a wall structures, he must be set splint or structure to use building 
paper to protect the ground under the wall. Party B must pay all the repair expanse of the 
ground damage caused by booth construction and dismantling. 
3.2.1.2 It is not prohibited to use nails, glue, thumbtacks or similar material or drill holes on 
any part of a building without the prior consent of the Exhibition Center; even with the 
consent, party B should also have responsibility for all the losses. Construction is not 
allowed at the entrance hall without permission. Any facilities, equipments and structures in 
the halls are not allowed to rely on or use.
3.2.1.3 Laying carpet must use environmental protection carpet and the double-sided adhe-
sive cloth; it is prohibited to use the low-grade calcium carbonate carpets, double-sided 
sponge or other materials hard to remove.
3.2.1.4 Party B shall be responsible for all the removal of residual adhesive tape and mark-
ers in the Rental Areas. Any damage to the building caused by the unauthorized use of adhe-
sive tape uld be borne by Part B.
Property Management Office of the Exhibition Center (West side of W1 Hall and the parking 
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lot of freight vehicle) to apply for the "Transport Vehicles Pass Certificate”, and then load and 
unload goods. Security personnel have the right to prevent the entering of vehicles without 
the Pass Certificate. Raw space booth contractor apply for the certificate with the receipt; 
standard booth contractor with vehicle card provided by the organizing committee.
3.2.1.5 do not allow any part of the pattern can be directly pasted or promotional items 
attached to the exhibition hall side belongs to the building, the exhibition hall side due to 
removal of such items and repair any damage costs incurred shall be born by Party B.
3.2.1.6 allows the use of washable chalk or approved tape to mark the booth on the ground 
floor of the exhibition hall, and other ground marking methods may not be used. The expens-
es incurred for the removal of unauthorized ground marking shall be borne by Party B.
3.2.2 ground bearing
Exhibition hall ground load-bearing capacity: 3.3 tons / square meter. If there is a vertical 
vibration component in the exhibits, the above ground load shall be reduced by at least 50%. 
In the exhibition hall, the two main cables are strictly forbidden to be erected or piled up. 
Outdoor ground capacity is divided into three regions, namely: heavy load area, 15 tons / 
square meter; general load area, 5 tons / square meter; light load area, 2 tons / square 
meter. The above ground loading capacity shall be taken into consideration in the transpor-
tation, placement and demonstration of exhibits. If you have any questions, please consult 
with Party A before moving the items.
3.2.3 garbage disposal
3.2.3.1 Party B shall be responsible for the removal of all rubbish and waste from the leased 
area, loading and unloading area and the channel and keep the ground intact. In order to 
ensure the timely withdrawal of Museum, where companies hire light booth before the 
approach are required to pay deposit to Party A (report delivery), the withdrawal of Museum 
exhibition hall side acceptance stamp, get back the deposit. If Party B fails to clear all the 
garbage and waste or ground damage within the leased area, the loading and unloading 
area and the channel in time, the deposit shall be deducted or the appropriate compensation 
shall be made.
3.2.3.2 waste water must be dumped at the designated location of the exhibition hall, and no 
waste water, food and garbage can be dumped in the pool and pool in the outside of the 
main room. Party B shall bear the dredging costs resulting from the removal of the waste 
water pollution and the blockage of the sewer pipe, the costs of other work arising therefrom 
and the corresponding legal liabilities.
3.2.4 sand, clay and similar materials
If the exhibition, exhibition need to use sand, earth, garden peat, moss and other similar 
materials, must be posted on the floor of a layer of leakage protection. Party B shall ensure 
that all preventive measures are taken to prevent any part of the material from being contam-
inated. Party B must also ensure that no water leakage. Party B shall be liable for any 
damage caused to the exhibition hall in violation of the above provisions.
3.3 handling of exhibits and structures into the Museum

Move-in Notice
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3.3.1 goods handling
3.3.1.1 after the arrival of the goods at the centre of the vehicle, the Party B shall, in accor-
dance with the order of arrival of the pavilion and the designated transport route, be 
discharged into the designated unloading location and parked to the designated parking 
place. Trucks carrying a load of less than 5 tons can be directly discharged into the exhibition 
hall.
3.3.1.2 in the public area, the audience access, entrance hall and the entrance plaza within 
the scope of prohibited items.
3.3.1.3 allowed to enter the hall of the vehicle height shall not exceed 4 meters, the speed 
should not exceed 5 km / h.
3.3.2 freight forwarding
Prior to the entry into the museum period, all the exhibitors shall be delivered to the exhibi-
tion hall in advance. Party A shall not accept any goods in advance. All goods shall be kept 
by Party B.
3.3.3 transport vehicle
3.3.3.1 Property Management Office of the Exhibition Center (West side of W1 Hall and the 
parking lot of freight vehicle) to apply for the "Transport Vehicles Pass Certificate”, and then 
load and unload goods. Security personnel have the right to prevent the entering of vehicles 
without the Pass Certificate. Raw space booth contractor apply for the certificate with the 
receipt; standard booth contractor with vehicle card provided by the organizing committee.
3.3.3.2 The Transport Vehicles Pass Certificate is charged at RMB50/ piece (RMB300 
deposit). After timely unloading, the deposit will be returned upon the Transport Vehicles 
Pass Certificate and receipt of deposit. The compensation for the damage or loss of the 
"Transport Vehicles Pass Certificate" is RMB 50 / piece.
3.3.3.3 The time for the transport vehicles to loading and unloading cargoes is 1.5 hours; 
over time work will be charged at RMB 50 for each half an hour as management fee. Over 
time work less than 0.5 hour will be calculated as half an hour.
3.3.3.4 During loading and unloading, the drivers have to obey the command of security 
personnel, not allowed to leave the cab. Finished loading should leave immediately, not 
stranded. Causing traffic congestion, they will be deducted from the deposit to give 
treatment.
3.3.3.5 During the exhibition period, the transport vehicles is not allowed to enter the loading 
and loading bays, unless appro pass certificates application,and will charge a manager fee 
of RMB50 for each car. 
3.3.3.6The Transport Vehicles Pass Certificatewill start from 09:00 am to 08:30 pm. If there 
is a need for the extension of working hours, transport units need to apply in advance of one 
hour, and finish relevant procedures in the Service Center of the Exhibition Center.
3.3.3.7 Without permission, any vehicle shall not enter the exhibition hall.
3.3.3.8 The operation of the vehicles after entering the hall should be carried out strictly in 
accordance with security regulations. Operation personnel must be certified and the driving 
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speed must not exceed 5 kilometers per hour.
3.4 Other Service Management Regulations
3.4.1 Public Area and Passage
The Exhibition Center will ask relevant persons to pull down or remove any articles 
constructed or stacked at public areas without permission. The above mentioned articles will 
be regarded as garbage if relevant persons do not take the dissuasion. 
3.4.1.1 The Passage for Goods-----The exhibits and large articles can only be carried into 
the exhibition halls through appointed goods passage.
3.4.1.2 The Passage for Exhibitors and Visitors-----Exhibitors could enter into the exhibition 
hall through appointed Exhibitor passage and visitors could only enter into exhibition hall 
through appointed Visitor Passage.
3.4.1.3 Passage for Fire Fighting-----All the fire fighting passages must be unblocked and it 
is forbidden to construct booth or lay any articles on fire fighting passages.
3.4.2 The Distribution of Advertisements
The distribution of advertising pamphlets and leaflets is strictly restricted within the rented 
area, and it is forbidden to distribute any advertisements in public area.
3.4.3 Animal
Anybody can not bring reptiles, fish, birds and other animals and birds into the exhibition 
center.
3.4.4 Balloon
The balloons could only be brought into Exhibition Center with written permission in 
advance. And the cost brought by cleaning out the balloons in exhibition halls will be charged 
with Party B. Hydro balloons are forbidden in the hall.
3.4.5 The Facilities and Service for the Handicapped
There are lifts, washing rooms, telephones that are specially designed for the handicapped 
in the center. The handicapped could take seeing eye dog into center with the permission of 
authority of exhibition center, but the handicapped himself/herself should be responsible for 
the dog.
3.4.6 Keys
The Party B is supposed to pay deposit to Exhibition Center if he would like to borrow keys 
for renting an office and the keys should be returned to the center. The Party B could not 
reproduce the keys in any circumstance and it is forbidden to fix or remove the permanent 
locks.
3.4.7 Lost and Found
You could inquire about Lost and Found to security office. All the lost articles will be divided 
into different types and kept for 30 days. The Exhibition Center will deal with the lost articles 
according to its regulation and any other persons have no right to claim for them. The Exhibi-
tion Center will not responsible for the lost articles that are not picked within stipulated 
period.
3.4.8 Public Parking Lots
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The Party B is supposed to park car under instruction of safeguards in the center and pay for 
parking cars.
3.4.9 Security Management of Constructing
The Party B is responsible for security management of constructing. The Party B must 
arrange professional security manager who is responsible for safety management of trans-
portation, constructing and moving-out.
3.4.10 Sound Control
The volume could not exceed 70 db at indoor and outdoor of exhibition area in the center 
and other functional area.
Follow Me Int’l Exhibition (Shanghai) Inc. reserves the right to revise and to explain finally for 
this Manual. For any questions, please inquire Follow Me Int’l Exhibition (Shanghai) Inc.
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Emergency Notice on Strengthening Fire Inspection

                                                                               
Dear Organizers,
SNIEC is one of the key units for fire control of the Shanghai Fire Department and for 
years the key units management agency has strengthened the supervision and inspection 
work for the exhibitions held in SNIEC. Upon the implement of the new local standard of 
Shanghai City about the Key unit of safety management, the inspection work will be further 
strengthened.

According to the requirements of Shanghai Local Standard DB31/54.-2013, the paving 
materials, building materials and electrical appliances will be the key targets for the 
supervision and inspection work and the related excerpt is as follows:

Article 6.1.4: The burning behavior class of the material using for decorating the exhibition 
should not be lower than the level B1 (fire retardant), except for the item on display.
Article 6.2.1: The burning behavior class of the building material for the temporary tents 
should not be lower than level B1 (fire retardant).
Article 6.3.3: Laying of cables and wires and electrical equipment installation should be 
operated by a professional licensed staff.
Article 6.3.4: Gas line should adopt fire-retardant cables and insulated and sheathed wire.
Article 6.3.5: During linking wire, porcelain and plastic insulated connector should be used 
rather than the insulating tape directly dressed. Besides, please take insulation protection 
measures.
Article 6.3.6: When concealed laying the electrical lines protective pipe should be used. 
When laying along the ground to cross the channel, the bridge plates or other protective 
measures should be used.

We hope the organizers to pay attention to the requirements above and other fire protec-
tion requirements and carry out earnestly.

Meanwhile, during the move-in period, SNIEC fire-control staff will supervise or spot-check 
the building materials on site. If the materials not reach the stipulated standard or require-
ments, we will inform the organizers as well as the fire department.

Your abidance is highly appreciated!
Best Regards,

Shanghai New International Expo Centre
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The Emergency Act for Firefighting and Evacuation during Exhibition

                                                                               
In order to avoid and reduce casualty and losing caused by fire, we worked out the 
act for emergency to fight fire in an orderly way.

1. Fire Alarm and its Confirmation
Exhibitors are supposed to make fire alarm as soon as they discover the fire and 
tell the police their name, company, location, telephone, place of fire the present 
situation, and contact with the Safeguard Dept. of New International Expo Center 
and the organizing committee at the same time.

Telephone for Fire Alarm:
Safeguard Dept. of New International Expo Center: Tel: 021-28906147/28906526
Fire Alarm: Tel: 119

After Receiving the Alarm and Disposal: The Safeguard Dept. of Exhibition Center 
should designate a staff or go to the spot directly to deal with it once receiving fire 
alarm, and report to their directors.

2. Responsibility of Exhibitors
(1). Everybody is supposed to keep calm when we encounter emergency and 
anybody could not run a risk. We should fight fire according to the principle of “Per-
sons first” and “Controlling the fire and then put it out”.
(2).In case of fire happened, the firemen should open all security passage, security 
doors, evacuate the crowd to firefighting passage according to guests first princi-
ple, lead the visitors and exhibitors to security doors from Exhibition Center urgent-
ly. The exhibitors should obey the guidance and disperse through exit orderly and 
cooperatively.
(3).The company that caused the fire should make fire alarm as soon as possible 
and take necessary measures; besides, the company should cooperate with 
firefighting departments to survey the reason of the accident and deal with prob-
lems arising from the accident.
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Affix I: Sample of Application Form of Truck Cards for Standard Booth

展商货车车证办理申请表
Application Form of Truck Cards for Exhibitor

上海新国际博览中心Shanghai New International Expo Center:

       兹有我公司                                                   参加展会，展位号：                。
现有部分展品需进入上海新国际博览中心，由货车从卸货区运入，车牌号：                 。
       Our Company                                                takes part in SNEC (2020) PV 

POWER EXPO. Our booth number is                  . Some exhibits need to be sent to our 

booth (list seen in the appendix). Because of the amount and size of exhibits, we need to 

use the truck, and Truck No. is                  .

特此声明。Hereby We Declare.

清单附表Attachment：

参展商签名Exhibitor Sign：

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

主办单位意见及敲章Organizing Committee： 

【此表格请至1号入口厅（南大厅）主办方办公室领取】
【Please take this form at Organizing Committee Office at No.1 Entrance Hall(South Entrance Hall)】

名称 Name 数量 Qty 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 



Affix II: Permit to Release the Exhibits

Moving-out Instruction
♦  Moving-out Time: 14:00-22:00,August 10, 2020    
♦  Moving-out Procedures:
1) From 12:00 on August 10, the Official Freight Forward of each hall will seal and distrib-
ute Exhibits Moving-out Form at their information table. When the form be completed, it 
should be sealed by Official Freight Forward;
2) With this Exhibits Moving-out Form, Exhibitors can take exhibits out after 14:00, August 
10;
3) If some exhibits need to be taken out during the exhibition period, exhibitors have to go 
to No.1 Entrance Hall (South Entrance Hall) to take the Exhibits Moving-out Form, fill in 
and seal it for out;
Organizing Committee advised that Exhibitors contact with the Official Freight Forward for 
moving-out affairs. Do not believe the freight forwarders mentioned in ad-lets which offer 
prices lower than normal prices. Do guard against deceptive freight forwarders. Otherwise, 
exhibitors are responsible for all losses, including the missing of exhibits, caused by using 
informal Freight Forward.  

申请人签名 (Signature of the applicant)：                                        

日期及时间 (Date):

                                                                                                                   主办单位印章
                                                                                                         Chop of the Organizer
请主动交展馆保卫验放
(This permit should be submitted to the security guard for checking)
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出 门 单（只试用于非海关监管物品） 
Permit to Release the Exhibits (For Domestic Cargo only) 

 

展商名称 
Name of Exhibitor 

 展台号 
Booth No. 

 

申请出馆公司 
Applied Company 

 

联系人 
Contact person 

 联系电话 
Phone no. 

 

展品内容 Contents 数量 Qty 
  

Move-in Notice
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Move-in Notice

Item Qty  Remark 
  1. Please identify yourself with your badge, business card and Sketch 

of Stand, for raw space booth, design drawings are required. 
2. Please use the appointed loading bay to enter the Expo Centre. 

(Loading Bay 3 and 18 are for plants, Loading Bay 5 and 14 are for 
furniture.)  

3. If you only have receipt of Construction Deposit but no Sketch of 
Stand/design drawings, the quantity of furniture and plant allowed 
for entry will be subjected to the size of your booth.  

4. The entry pass for any item will be issued provided with exhibitor’s 
badge, business card, and Sketch of Stand/design drawings. 

  

  

  

 

Annex III   Entry Pass for Plant

Entry Pass for Plant

                                                                              No.:

Shanghai New International Expo Centre:
We,                                           (exhibitor name),                (booth No.),                                          
_________________________________________ (contractor name), need to 
bring plants into the Expo Centre (items listed in attachment). We will be respon-
sible for the plants and will not blame the Expo Centre for any lost and damage. 
Attachment:

Exhibitor:                                       Contractor:                                     

Approval of organizer:                                                          
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Move-in Notice

Entry Pass for Furniture

                                                                            No.:

Shanghai New International Expo Centre:
We,                                           (exhibitor name),                (booth No.),                                          
_________________________________________ (contractor name), need to 
bring furniture into the Expo Centre (items listed in attachment). We will be 
responsible for these furniture and will not blame the Expo Centre for any lost and 
damage.
Attachment:

Exhibitor:                                       Contractor:                                        

Approval of organizer:                                                         

【This form could be claimed at the Organizer’s Office in No.1 Entrance Hall 
(South Entrance)】

Item Qty  Remark 

  1. For contractors, please identify yourself with receipt of Construction 
Deposit, badge and Sketch of Stand; for exhibitors, please identify 
yourself with badge, business card and Sketch of Stand. Full-set 
design drawings are required for raw space booth.  

2. Please use the appointed loading bay to enter the Expo Centre. 
(Loading Bay 3 and 18 are for plants, Loading Bay 5 and 14 are for 
furniture.)  

3. If you only have receipt of Construction Deposit but no Sketch of 
Stand/design drawings, the quantity of furniture and plant allowed for 
entry will be subjected to the size of your booth.  

4. The entry pass will be issued provided with exhibitor’s badge, 
business card, and Sketch of Stand. 

  

  

  

  

 

Annex III   Entry Pass for Plant

Entry Pass for Plant

                                                                              No.:

Shanghai New International Expo Centre:
We,                                           (exhibitor name),                (booth No.),                                          
_________________________________________ (contractor name), need to 
bring plants into the Expo Centre (items listed in attachment). We will be respon-
sible for the plants and will not blame the Expo Centre for any lost and damage. 
Attachment:

Exhibitor:                                       Contractor:                                     

Approval of organizer:                                                          
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Move-in Notice

To provide a safe, healthy, and reliable exhibition environment, the Organizer will imple-
ment the following regulations for all personnel entering the exhibition site. This is in accor-
dance with the requirements of the “Guidance of the State Council on COVID-19 joint pre-
vention and control mechanism on the regularization of COVID-19 prevention and control 
work” , and the “Guidelines for COVID-19 prevention and control in Shanghai exhibition 
industry” .

To protect yourself and those around you from Covid-19, please adhere strictly to these 
regulations:
All exhibitors, visitors, staff and other participants of the exhibition shall complete online 
real-name authentication. All attendees must meet four requirements : ID authentication 
(facial recognition), wearing masks,  "Shanghai QR code" in GREEN and normal body tem-
perature（＜37.3℃）.
1.All personnel entering the exhibition site must monitor their own health status before par-
ticipating in the exhibition. This is to ensure that:
①The person and his close contacts are free of fever, cough, fatigue, diarrhea and other 
symptoms before coming to Shanghai.
②People who have been to or from mediumrisk & highrisk epidemic regions have complet-
ed 14 days of quarantine before participating the exhibition.
③Before coming to Shanghai, it is necessary to make a personal health declaration and 
generate the Shanghai QR Code in GREEN. This is done via the app “Sui Shen Ban” (pin-
yin: Sui Shen Ban, which stands for Shanghai Public Services Online) or via the “Health 
QR Code” (pinyin: Jian Kang Ma, which stands for Health QR Code) app in AliPay. Those 
who do not have Shanghai QR Code in GREEN will not be allowed to enter exhibition site.
2.All personnel (i.e. exhibitors, visitors, staff and others) entering the exhibition site must 
complete online registration before the exhibition. They can register using their true and 
valid ID card information and mobile phone number. At the entry, participant need to scan 
their ID cards and complete facial recognition to go though the auto gate, when authenti-
cated successfully, the participant is allowed to pass. Personnel who temporarily enter 
China will be required to provide coronavirus nucleic acid detection results (obtained when 
arrive in Shanghai) and out of quarantine notice, at the entry. They will also be required to 
present their original passports / Mainland travel permits for Hong Kong and Macao resi-
dents / Mainland travel permits for Taiwan residents and allow the Organizer to take photos 
of their passports or Mainland travel permits. Foreigners, Hong Kong and Macao residents, 
Taiwan residents who are on long-term stay in China must apply for their Shanghai QR 
Code in advance before the exhibition, and present their original passports / Mainland 
travel permits for Hong Kong and Macao residents / Mainland travel permits for Taiwan res-
idents and the Shanghai QR Code in GREEN to enter the exhibition site. The exhibition 
badge should not be lend out and shall be invalidated as soon as it is found. Both borrow-

Notice for 2020 SNEC Participants to Prevent 
and Control Covid-19
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Move-in Notice

ing parties shall bear all consequences arising therefrom.
3.All personnel entering the exhibition site must bring their original ID cards / passports / 
Mainland travel permits for Hong Kong and Macao residents / Mainland travel permits for 
Taiwan residents. No entry for minors.
4.All personnel entering the exhibition site must follow the admission process of "Shanghai 
QR Code + temperature check + scan original ID card & facial recognition” . Those who 
present the Shanghai QR Code in GREEN and have normal body temperature （＜37.3℃）
will be allowed to scan their original ID card to obtain their badges. Personnel with Beijing 
ID card must show the novel coronavirus nucleic acid detection results which is negative in 
the past 7 days or green "Shanghai QR Code” before entering.Temporary medical obser-
vation area will be set at the exhibition site, personnel with abnormal physical condition 
must cooperate with the working staff to go there to measure their temperature again. If the 
temperature of the participant is still high, the organizer has the right to inform relevant 
departments and advise the participant to go to medical institution for treatment or help to 
call 120 ambulance.
5.The exhibition adopts staggered reservation to restrict visitor flow and sets limitation for 
one-day visitor flow. If one-day visitor flow exceeds limit, entering will be stopped. To avoid 
visitor crowding, please make online reservation in advance. In case of peak visitor flow, 
please go in batches according to the instructions of working staff. The organizer will coor-
dinate with SNIEC to release attendees into the exhibition hall 30 minutes in advance, so 
as to buffer the gathering of personnel to the maximum extent. 
6.All personnel entering the exhibition site must wear masks, maintain a safe social dis-
tance of 1 meter, do not gather or crowd, and reduce physical contact throughout the exhi-
bition.
7.During the exhibition, exhibitors and visitors may use the alcohol-based hand sanitizers 
provided by the Organizer at the main entrances and exits of the exhibition site for disinfec-
tion.
8.Please dine in the designated dining areas or restaurants. Social gathering in these 
areas is strictly prohibited.The number of tables and chairs will be reduced or participants 
will be required to sit alone,separated by chair or by other table.
9. All participants shall stay in hotels that meet the hygiene and sanitation standards for 
epidemic prevention, and avoid visiting crowded public places during the show period，
other than the exhibition site. When going out, abide by the epidemic prevention regula-
tions of the exhibition site and the local government,such as wearing mask, wash hands 
frequently, maintain social distance. In case of emergencies, the Organizer will implement 
additional control measures according to regulations of epidemic prevention and control 
issued by authorities.
10.All personnel coming to Shanghai must abide by Shanghai’ s management measures 
for those who have been to or from mediumrisk & highrisk epidemic regions. In case of any 
violation, they will bear all consequences arising therefrom:
1) All personnel who have been to or from mediumrisk & highrisk epidemic regions, should 
report to community neighborhood committee,company (or hotel) after coming to Shanghai 
within 12 hours.
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Move-in Notice

2) All personnel who have been to or from mediumrisk & highrisk epidemic regions,  should 
complete 14 days of centralized quarantine for health observation and 2 times of novel 
coronavirus nucleic acid detection.
3) All personnel who have been to or from mediumrisk & highrisk epidemic regions,  should 
complete 14 days strict community health management and 2 times of novel coronavirus 
nucleic acid detection.
11.The hall owner is responsible for health record of public places such as exhibition hall, 
outdoor tent area, corridor, passage, toilet, etc. They will ensure good air circulation in 
exhibition hall and conference area, all entrances and exits of exhibition halls are open.Toi-
lets are ventilated, water supply, dryer and other facilities are in proper working condi-
tion.The dustbins are cleaned and disinfected at least once a day.
12.The organizer shall be responsible for the record of disinfection and sanitation work in 
places like: organizer’ s office, meeting room and rest area, and ensure that they are 
cleaned and disinfected at least twice a day. Exhibitors shall cooperate with the Organizer 
and the hall owner to do preventive disinfection and daily disinfection work in public areas. 
13.The exhibitor shall be responsible for epidemic prevention and disinfection work of their 
booth. They should strictly do preventive disinfection and daily disinfection work of their 
booths, exhibits and promotional material, and make record of disinfection work. In addi-
tion, anti-epidemic materials such as masks, disposable gloves, disinfectants, hand sanitiz-
ers, etc. shall be provided in the booth.All staff must wear masks uniformly.
14.Exhibitors shall ensure that conversation area is well ventilated, spacious and distance 
between both sides of conversation is safe. Performances that draw crowd are forbidden, 
other promotional activities are allowed only if activity scale, participant number are under 
control, attendees are wearing masks, and on-site seats are kept at an interval of 1 meter. 
When audiences are crowd, disperse and restrict the visitor flow to ensure safe distance.
15.All exhibitors, their contractors, carriers and other exhibition service personnel should 
complete procedures to pass gate, and conduct training on infectious disease prevention 
for their staff, suppliers /service providers to ensure that they have necessary preventive 
and control knowledge and skills. They should keep record of employees’ health status and 
working stuff etc., and strengthen work management. They should establish daily health 
system to summarize health status of staff twice a day. In case of any abnormality, report 
to the Organizer immediately. As for staff who have been to or from key epidemic regions, 
their health status must be verified in advance,staff at risk must be replaced and prohibited 
from participating exhibition.
16.Participants with fever(≥37.3 ℃),cough or respiratory symptoms are required to cooper-
ate with the Organizer to quarantine and obey follow up arrangement in the temporary 
medical observation area. Exhibition construction personnel shall be familiar with operation 
specifications and have preventative facilities, before entering exhibition hall.


